
Cultivar Origin Red Common Description (from various sources) To plant or not? Bud break Terminal/Mixed/Lateral Self Fertile Protandrous (M) Protogynous (F)

Alsoszentivani 117 (A-117) HU
Late leafing, high yielding, large 36mm fruit easily breakable, outstanding growth. 
Prolonged time to harvest, from mid September to early October. Resistant to diseases. 
65% oil

Poor for us so far, we think it flowers too early or maybe just too 
young yet?

Mid T P Y

Alsoszentivani Kesei (A117-31) HU A117/Pedro cross. Upright fast growing tree, loose canopy, very late budding, highly 
productive from a young age, large nuts 33-36mm

Good potential, one to watch as it fruits young and seems good in 
our micro-climate

Very Late L 25-35% Y

Alsoszentivani Bonifac (A117-15) HU A117/Pedro cross. Medium slow growth with a dense canopy. Highly productive from a 
young age, med/large nuts 34mm

Good potential, one to watch as it fruits young and seems good in 
our micro-climate

Late L 50% Y

Apollo CZ
Large lushly growing tree, early into leaf so frost susceptible. Large Round Nut, good 
flavour & easy shelled.  Jupiter for pollination. Lightly wrinkled shell. 36mm

Much to early into leaf for most of the UK, removed all our trees 
bar one, no nuts in 6 yrs

very early P Y

Broadview CA
Fruit production at a very early age. Large - good quality Self fertile.  Susceptible to walnut 
blight.  From Canada grown from seed from Odessa, Ukraine. 1930

Good reliable cropper, susceptible to blight but with enough 
ventilation it works, male catkins seem more frost susceptible?

Mid L Y Y

Buccaneer NL
Mid-season, good pollinator, large tree. Suitable for pickling. Heavier crop than 
Broadview, smooth, young cropping.

Very average so far in the Uk in our experience, always has nuts but 
much thinner crop than Broadview.

Mid L Y Y

Chandler USA
Late leafing Amercian variety about 8 days before Fernor, upright medium sized tree. 
Large nuts well filled with a pale kernel, partly self-fertile.  Thin shell and easy to crack.  
Grown worldwide and a heavy cropper.

Appears to be a real contender in England, supposedly needs 
warmer climate but evidence it fruits very well here, planted here

Mid/Late L 70-80% P Y

Dryanovo Bu
Strong growing dome shaped open tree, leafs out mid season, fairly early flowering.  Large 
nuts (upto 16g) with a lovely colour and taste and high oil content (upto 75%). Sheinovo 
pollinator

We've one very young tree but like all Buklgarian cultivars seems 
mid season, we'll see.

Mid T Y

Fernette FR
Large good quality globular nut similar to Fernor (but larger) and a good pollinator for the 
same variety. Heavier cropping than Franquette

Generally listed as a modern pollinator but crops heavily and well. 
Good nut and reliable we think.

Late L N Y

Fernor FR
A moderate growing French variety,very precocious, late into leaf and excellent kernel 
quality. Heaver cropping than Franquette & apparently Lara. Flowers start red fade to 
yellow and have good frost resistance.

Shows great potential in Northern Europe, new plantings still here 
and flowers late so pollination needs addressing.

Very Late L 90% N Y

Franquette FR
Superb late season quality, large with a thin shell. Strong growing but late into leaf so 
avoiding frosts. Very pointed nut.  Light cropping - for pollination

Reliable old variety, definately should be in any orchard for it's 
quality nut, Terminal bearer so no heavy pruning, needs room.

Very Late T P Y

Izvor 10 BU
Semi-upright tree, very cold tolerant. Excellent resistance to walnut anthracnose and 
walnut blight. Excellent tasting oblong nuts with a thin shell.  Similar yield to Fernette.

Poor for us so far, we think it flowers too early or maybe just too 
young yet?

Mid L 90% N Y

Jupiter PO Medium growing tree that is very fertile, high yield, large and grey-brown, good taste.  
Finely wrinkled shell.  Mars good pollinator.

Good reliable cropper, good sized nut and the best of the Czech 
cultivars

Mid Y Y

Lara FR
Large vigorous tree, a heavy cropping large round walnut from the U.S.A. Excellent quality. 
Good quality kernel, cracks well and taste is good, good oil production.

Great cropper, susceptible to some blight so ensure ventilation. Late L 45% Y Y

Mars CZ Medium sized tree, disease resistant and self-fertile producing large sweet nut, oval with 
pronounced tip, lightly wrinkled thin shell.

Pair with Jupiter, good nut maybe not as reliable a cropper as it's 
Czech partner but self-fertile and good option for small orchards

Mid 20% L Y

Milotai 10 HU Big smooth round nut well filled, very high oil %, light yellow kernel with a good taste and 
high yielding. Medium early into leaf, vigorous tree.

Poor for us so far, we think it flowers too early or maybe just too 
young yet?

Early/mid 20-25% L N Y Y

Parisienne FR
Late leafing and flowering cultivar, similar timing to Franquette.  Medium to large nut, 
maybe not reliable year on year?

Old french variety, good late leafing pollinator and cropper but 
maybe biennial in some sites.

Late Y

Plovdivski BU A Bulgarian variety for both fruit and timber. Large fruit and blight & Back Spot resistant. 
Great flavour, low yield, high kernel %. Medium to slow growth.

Too early for us, young trees but a good nut and others have a 
reasonable crop

Mid P Y

Proslavski BU
A Bulgarian variety, vigorous tall tree and blight resistant. Large thick shelled nut of good 
quality. Light cropper, good flavour big kernel % - Large nuts but unreliable cropper in 
maritime climates

Too early for us, young trees but a good nut and others have a 
reasonable crop

Mid P Y

Red Danube (Geisenheim 1239) AU Y Early Cropper, Large trees need room, some leaf spot?
Early bud break but pretty hardy and usually has nice deep red 
kernels, thick shell and doesn't crack and offer up kernel easily.

Early P

Ronde de Montignac FR
One of the latest leafing and male flowering cultivars, pollinator for Fernor, Fernette, 
Franquette and later Chandler/Lara.  Good disease resistance, medium sized nut and 
mostly self-fertile.

Old French variety and a pollinator for late flowering cultivars but 
does have a decent crop itself most years.

Very Late Y

Saturn CZ
A fast growing medium sized tree, good cropper and very healthy tree, early into leaf so 
frost susceptible. Medium to large oval smooth thin shell with sweet nuts.  Apollo is a 
good pollinator.

Great nut and good cropper if you don't have spring frosts very 
often

Very early P Y

Sheinovo BU
Vigorous spreading tree. Large oval thin shell with honey/straw coloured kernal, high oil 
content.  Lower yield than Izvor 10. Good polliniser and partially self-fertile.

Good potential and a possible good pollinator (used in N.America), 
good nut but mid season bud break so time will tell.

Mid 25% L P Y

Sieferdorfer (Sieferdorsky) DE Old Dresden DDR variety, early into leaf so frost susceptible,medium sized tree with good 
size round  shelled smooth nut with great taste. High fat content?

Much too early into leaf for most of the UK, never seen a nut and 
we took all ours out

Very early Y

Sychrov CZ
A walnut of excellent sweet flavour. Stunning pink to deep red kernels. Light crop, good 
flavour RED kernal in medium sized shell. Flowers closely to Sieferdorfer.

Earliest bud break of all walnuts, needs spring frost free area to get 
anything but irregular nuts.

Very early N Y

Tulare USA
Self pollinating upright tree, modern cultivar. Has the enormous advantage of being self 
fertile, large nuts mature just before Franquette.  Nuts are light in colour, large, round and 
well sealed

Should be good for the UK, good nut, new planting here and we 
think it's worth a try commercially.  Early cropper.

Late 72% Y Y


